it takes a human.
Founded in 2014, Point3 Security Inc. is a premier information security organization providing the industry with training and analytic tools to enhance their workforce. Recognizing the industries' increasingly complex threats, Point3 provides challenge/game-based material that identifies and cultivates cybersecurity talent amongst professional organizations.
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WEB ittakesahuman.com
what we do

ESCALATE™ enables managers to recruit, retain and cultivate their cyber analysts. ESCALATE is a proven immersive ecosystem that delivers gamified cyber-skills modules with an online community of mentors.

ESCALATE offers 24/7, hands-on-keyboard, capture-the-flag challenges that helping organizations to recruit, retain and cultivate talent. ESCALATE’s gamified learning ecosystem enables the cyber community to identify talent through pre-hire screening challenges, cultivate talent with 120+ cyber challenges, measure talent with the utilization of the ESCALATE reporting system, and continuous learning with our capture-the-flag challenges. ESCALATE members continue to be identified as the gold-standard of the cybersecurity and defense industry by government agency recruiters, and commercial sector head hunters.

Learn skillsets sought by the U.S. Government, as well as the private/commercial sector.

OPERATIONAL KNOWLEDGE REWARDED THROUGH:

• Senior level salary
• Job security
• Genuine job satisfaction
• Talent measurement and progression with the ecosystem’s metrics platform
APPLIED LEARNING

Managers can configure detailed reporting within the platform that enables:

• Tracking and benchmarking student effort and progress
• Evaluation of specific method used for each challenge
• Identifying capability shortfalls

LEARNING ANALYTICS

Students work through challenges at their own pace:

• Benchmarking statistics provided
• Challenges can be completed non-sequentially to best fit student capabilities, priorities and interests
• Online community of mentors, answers questions and helps students overcome sticking points
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POINT3 SECURITY NAMED TO 2019 INC. 500 LIST OF AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING COMPANIES

Point3 Security, Inc. has experienced accelerated growth over the last year, causing Inc. 5000 to name Point3 as one of the fastest-growing organizations of 2019. Point3 Security ranks number 467 placing them on the Inc. 500 list.  

READ MORE

POINT3 SECURITY'S ESCALATE JOINS THE DoD WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (PCTE)

The Department of Defense (DoD) recently invited Point3 Security to join the Persistent Cyber Training Environment (PCTE) after learning of Point3's success in the private sector in cultivating, assessing, and identifying cybersecurity talent.  

READ MORE

ESCALATE POWERS CYBER MARYLAND CAPTURE-THE-FLAG CHALLENGE IN BALTIMORE CITY WORTH $100,000

Poolesville High School won overall in Cyber Maryland’s Capture the Flag Challenge October 9th. The competition was powered by Point3 Security’s cybersecurity product ESCALATE at The Hyatt Regency Baltimore Inner Harbor.  

READ MORE

AWARDS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

2019 Baltimore Business Journal’s 40 under 40 - Evan Dornbush, CEO
2019 Inc. 5000 America's Fastest Growing Companies - #467
2018 Best of Baltimore - Cybersecurity Association of Maryland
2017 Maryland Incubator Company of the Year
2016 Chesapeake Tech Council Cyber Innovator of the Year

READ THE REST OF OUR PRESS RELEASES
Point3 Security has been mentioned in numerous publications and podcasts.
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Erika Johnson
Director of Marketing & Brand Management
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1215 E. Fort Ave., Suite 203
Baltimore, Maryland 21230
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